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In this paper a logic-information psycho-linguistic phenomenon of the human
personality is described. This phenomenon is responsible for crises in people and
in the society. Successful technologies for eliminating the consequences of the
phenomenon are proposed.
In the construction of complex responsible information-controlling systems in society and in science (presidential or staff structures, missile navigation
or atomic plant systems, autonomic robot control systems with artificial intelligence on another planet, life-support systems for superior animals and people, or
computer nets) the following problems arise:
1) How to protect the kernel of the system from external forces and influence;
2) How to protect the received or incoming information from lies and errors;
3) How to protect the regeneration or recovery process of affected control systems; etc.
In presidential structures, for example, these protection principles are
carried out through the implementation of numerous layers of advisers, ministers,
referents, security, etc. There are well known examples of catastrophic consequences of failure of these principles for various systems. The first principle
failed and John Kennedy, Ulaf Palme, Indira and Radgiv Gandy died. The second
principle failed and N. Khrushchev and M. Gorbachev lost their posts. The third
principle failed and the system could not recover after V. Lenin, I. Stalin or N.
Khrushchev left. No complex responsible information system can function after
the failure of these three protection principles.
The tragic paradox of our civilization is that these three security principles are being violated in the human society. It seems that people live and work
normally. However, they pay for it by living in a semi-insane civilization, which
is overfilled with crises, wars, crime, drug abuse, alcoholism, illness, and children
with mutilated fate. The conducted research of the described situation led us to
discover rigid logic-information restrictions. These restrictions result in the impossibility of correct inter-human understanding and in crises.
In the talk we will formulate a certain hidden logic-information psycholinguistic phenomenon in human personality in terms of information systems and
in terms of transpersonal psychology. This phenomenon seems to be very impor-

tant. However, most of well known philosophical, psychological, ethical schools,
theories, methodologies do not take into account this most important phenomenon
because they are unaware of it. Seemingly, this is why some of them are temporary and ineffective.
The essence of this phenomenon lies in a deeply hidden contradiction
between the multiplicity of psychodynamic structures of the human personality
and their mono-addressed form. This contradiction turns out to be psychotraumatic. In terms of the settled notions of transpersonal psychology, the nature
of the pointed phenomenon is in the following: In the adopted human communication system, the sub-personalities of one personality interact with the subpersonalities of another personality (entirely or mainly) through the kernels of
their personalities, addressing their common informational address “YOU”. This
system operates through the kernels (“nucleus”) of personalities and is therefore
called NUCLESOL. (The name “nuclear” for the existing human communication
system seems to be even more appropriate because after mutual informationalemotional blows [INFEMBLOWs], aimed at the kernels of each other in conflict
circumstances, the psychodynamic centers of people are damaged fatally no less
than in the actual nuclear conflicts). This system (NUCLESOL) traumatizes people from the childhood throughout their entire lives and has the following main
defects. (Here «SOL» means «system of human communication» in Russian or
approximately «system of language» in English).
1. Every “central statement”, that is a statement beginning with pronoun
“YOU” (in any declination), is clearly aimed at the central human psychodynamic
structure. In view of the pointed contradiction, it can be true for some psychodynamic structures but can be false for others. Therefore, such central statement
cannot be true at the same time for the whole unifying psychodynamic structure.
But every central statement is aimed at it. The existing NUCLESOL system is
therefore inculcating lies in the messages (independently of people’s intentions)
and is psycho-traumatic. This is especially traumatic for children.
2. Due to the described phenomenon the existing NUCLESOL system
adopts external INFEMBLOWs in the form of central statements, i.e. the statements beginning with pronoun “YOU”. Especially harmful are critical central
statements, i.e. remarks, accusations, orders etc. Most of the existing complex
responsible information systems are equipped with multilevel security protection
against unauthorized access to their vital kernels. Contrary to this, people (and
especially children) do not naturally have such security structures. This is why
every unauthorized invasion of external INFEMBLOWs in the form of central
statements is psycho-traumatic for the personality. An unauthorized “hacking”
breaking in another soul is characteristic for our civilization with all negative
consequences for people and for the society. There are a lot of sophisticated and
not so sophisticated lovers of such breaking-ins.
3. Thus, the existing communication system operates through the kernels
of personalities. It is especially cruel and psycho-traumatic towards children because they do not have any internal protecting structures by nature and have not
yet acquired them through experience. Many of informational-emotional blows

contain lies and children do not have any protection against such blows from
adults.
In our presentation we will formulate the foundation of the alternative
human communication system, which we call ALTERSOL. In fact, this system is
natural, but slumbering in people. The ALTERSOL system is practically free
from the main defects of the existing communication system. We think that
sooner or later the mankind will mature to legally protect the right of a man (and
especially a child) to the inviolability of his/her soul from the unauthorized invasion by informational-emotional blows from other people. Such right is easily and
naturally achieved by adopting the ALTERSOL system. Every man should have a
right to choose a more humane than NUCLESOL communication system (for
example ALTERSOL) in response to a communication proposal by another person. This seems to be a necessary value of the third millennium.
Communication in the form of INFEMBLOWs is inevitable in the real
life. An alternative ALTERSOL system is designed to protect the human personality from its negative influence, at the same time preserving the contents and
emotional information of the communication. It protects adults and children from
psycho-traumatic influence of INFEMBLOWs. The ALTERSOL system is possible because it uses peripheral informational human psychodynamic structures to
readdress the communication to them and to go round the central structure. The
effect of such protection in three described aspects turned out to be strikingly
high. This is because the sensibility of these structures (private “presidential”
advisors) is in hundreds, if not thousands, times lower that the sensibility of the
kernel. The idea of ALTERSOL is in the communication entirely (or mainly) by
“non-central” statements. This means that instead of beginning with pronoun
“YOU”, the phrases should begin with pronoun “YOUR”, followed by words like
temper, habit, manner, taste, voice, deputy for something etc., dependent on the
meaning. One of the main features of the ALTERSOL system is that it prevents
the critical (remarks, insults, etc.) and other (challenging the watchfulness etc.)
statements to reach the central psychodynamic structure, which is addressed by
using pronoun “YOU”. It redirects all statements to non-central psychodynamic
structures by using pronoun “YOUR”. The sensibility of the latter non-central
structures is lower than that of the central system.
Obviously, from the medical point of view, the ALTERSOL system is a
“method of prevention and treatment of psychological traumas and their consequences, which are the cause of stresses and illnesses or are their inevitable elements”. The ALTERSOL system serves to eliminate the described above phenomenon and its consequences in people and in the society. The technology
“CAPCS” (or Client-Addressed-Protection-Control-System) was created and successfully tested. Its first stage “RITA” (or Remarks-In-Third-Address) consists of
the activation of the alternative system and tests were devoted to the optimal
choice of “addresses” of sub-personalities. This allows going round the kernel of
the personality more effectively. In fact, the sub-personalities can be regarded as
clients of the kernel.

Remarkably, many religious and human values can be interpreted in
terms of this alternative system:
1. Every critical nuclear informational-emotional blow from one person
to another is the TRIAL of one personality by another. This is because a critical
INFEMBLOW always contains remarks, insults, accusations, or threats. A man in
ALTERSOL (contrary to NUCLESOL) is organically unable to inflict a nuclear
INFEMBLOW. A man in ALTERSOL never JUDGES the others. In these conditions the biblical wisdom “DO NOT JUDGE AND YOU WILL NOT BE
JUDGED” is easily achieved without heroic overcoming of artificially created
obstacles.
2. People living in ALTERSOL do not inflict nuclear INFEMBLOWs to
each other. As a result, they have much less dissatisfaction by each other, anger,
and offences, created in NUCLESOL. Therefore, it is much easier and more natural for them to follow another biblical wisdom “LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR AS
YOU LOVE YOURSELF”.
3. In ALTERSOL it is also easy and natural (contrary to NUCLESOL)
to follow another important biblical wisdom, “TO THOSE HITTING YOU ON
ONE CHEEK HOLD UP ANOTHER”. This is explained by the fact that an insult
or an INFEMBLOW, aimed at a guilty sub-personality, does not affect the kernel
and other sub-personalities. Therefore, it does not usually cause an offensive reaction or a counter attack. On the contrary, it is supported by the personality.
4. If a follower of NUCLESOL is aware of the defects of this system and
is aware of the existence of ALTERSOL without these defects, then he/she must
understand that he/she is automatically not among those to whom the biblical
wisdom “EXCUSE THEM, GOD, FOR THEY DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY
ARE DOING” applies.

